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One of the most important discoveries in hadron physics over the past decades is the measurements of 
large spin asymmetries 

Introduc>on
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These remarks hold if all quantities involved
are free of infrared singularities. The important
one for us is the behavior for m, -0. It is easy
to see by writing down the part of the box dia-
gram which contributes to the polarization (see
below) that it is finite and free of mass singulari-
ties in this limit. When m, -0 there is no helicity
flip in the Born diagram or box diagram, so that
we immediately find p'=0 for all our reactions.
This is easily verified by direct computation.
It is necessary to check that the results are

also finite for zero gluon mass. That is slightly
more subtle since the imaginary part of the box
diagram is not infrared finite. What happens' is
that the box-diagram amplitude can be written
in a form

Mbox = BI+&,
where B is equal to the Born term, I is an in-
frared-divergent, complex, but spin-independent
integral, and R is a spin-dependent remainder
whose imaginary part is infrared finite. This is
easily shown by writing the box-diagram ampli-
tude, and subtracting the part with the loop mo-
mentum set equal to zero in the numerator. Then
it becomes clear that the term BIdoes not con-
tribute to the polarization arising from interfer-
ence with the Born term B. No other contribu-
tions such as the crossed box or soft-gluon emis-
sion can matter since they do not give nonvanish-
ing imaginary parts. A similar procedure al-
lows one to see that to order Q., in all the reac-
tions qq —qq, qg- qg, and e 'e —qq the scat-
tered-quark polarization or the asymmetry on a
polarized target is zero for m, =0.
It is interesting to calculate the deviation from

zero for m, g0, to order n, . The explicit re-
sult for e'e -qq is, for arbitrary m, and large
2

same analysis holds for lepton reactions e'e-e'e, e'e —p, 'p, , etc. , and so similar re-
sults hold there; we have been unable to find any
polarization predictions for these reactions in
the literature.
It has recently been argued" for large-pr

processes that rigorously in QCD one should in-
deed calculate with the parton-model formulas,
but (with nonscaling distributions and) with the
lowest-order term for the qq -qq scattering
cross section calculated using the running cou-
pling constant g(pr'). We assume that this is
also the correct procedure for us to follow. We
assume that for large Q', instanton effects (which
can flip helicity) are irrelevant for our analysis.
In this note we have pointed out that the asym-

metry off a polarized target, and the transverse
polarization of a produced quark in e'e -qq, or
in qq -qq at large p r, or in leptoproduction,
should all be calculable perturbatively in QCD.
The result is zero for m, =0 and is numerically
small if we calculate m, /vs corrections for light
quarks. We discuss how to test the predictions.
At least for the cases when P is small, tests
should be available soon in large-pr production
[where currently P(A) =25% for pra 2 GeV/c],
and e 'e reactions. While fragmentation effects
could dilute polarizations, they cannot (by parity
considerations) induce polarization. Consequent-
ly, observation of significant polarizations in the
above reactions would contradict either QCD or
its applicability.
One of us (G.L.K.) appreciates helpful remarks

from J. Ellis and M. Einhorn, and we are grate-
ful for discussions with York-Peng Yao. This
research is supported in part by the U. S. Depart-
ment of Energy and in part by the National Sci-
ence Foundation.
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Whatever observable is used, the variation with
Q' and the c.m. scattering angle tl can be tested.
p' is the polarization transverse to the scattering
plane, calculated through order n, in QCD.
In leptoproduction, because the photon is space-

like, the gluon effects induce no imaginary ampli-
tudes so that the polarization is identically zero
to order a, . To the present order in QCD per-
turbation theory, color does not play a signifi-
cant role. The color averaging involved intro-
duces numerical coefficients of order 1, but no
qualitative features. Up to color factors the
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We point out that the polarization P of a scattered or produced quark is calculable per-
turbatively in quantum chromodynamics for e e -qq, large-p z hadron reactions, and
large-Q leptoproduction, and is infrared finite. The quantum-chromodynamics predic-
tion is that P =0 in the scaling limit. Experimental tests are or wi11 soon be possible in
pp —AX [where presently p(A) = 25'%%uo for pz, ) 2 Gev/c] and in e+e —quark jets.

In quantum chromodynamics (QCD), observa-
bles which are free of infrared divergences can
be computed in terms of the running coupling con-
stant n, . For an asymptotically free theory,
is expected to be small in a scattering at large
transverse momenta, so that observables can be
computed perturbatively. Thus, provided we can
relate quark observables to observed hadrons,
QCD may be rigorously tested.
This approach has been proposed by Sterman

and steinberg' and by Politzer, ' and recently
used by others' in e'e reactions or leptoproduc-
tion reactions. In this note we propose another
observable which can be measured in e'e reac-
tions, leptoproduction, and large-p r hadron colli-
sions, namely, the polarization of the scattered
or produced quark. More precisely, the relevant
observable is polarization times cross section,
which is given schematically by Im(NE*). For a
nontrivial result, one must have nonf lip (N) and
flip (E) amplitudes with a nonzero relative phase.
Note that this is qualitatively different from other
kinds of spin effects which could be obtained with
relatively real amplitudes and Born terms. 4
For large-pr scattering this procedure is slight-

ly less rigorous since the initial state involves
quarks confined in hadrons. But it has increasing-
ly been accepted' that at large p r one is observ-
ing quark-quark scattering and that in fact large
pr is a domain where a perturbative treatment of
qq -qq, qg- qg, and gg-gg (where g means
gluon) can quantitatively predict jet and hadron
distributions.
The polarization of a scattered quark is another

observable which is infrared finite and can be
computed perturbatively. A determination of the
polarization of a scattered quark can both test
the validity of the assumption that qq-qq, qg-qg,
etc. , dominate at large pr, and serve as a signifi-

cant test of QCD. The same remarks apply to the
polarization of a produced quark in e'e annihila-
tion or in leptoproduction. We give the discus-
sion in terms of large pr because this may be
the first place for an experiment test, We also
predict the large-pr left-right asymmetry on a
polarized test.
Because of confinement, to test the QCD pre-

diction we have to make some assumptions. For
unpolarized beam and target, we assume that the
initial quarks are unpolarized. To compute the
left-right asymmetry on a polarized target, in
general we need to know the wave function of the
quarks in a proton. However, for the actual QCD
prediction the individual qq scatterings produce
only a small left-right asymmetry (see below),
so that we necessarily predict a small left-right
asymmetry on a polarized target independent of
the details of the wave function. For production
of light-quark jets in e e the predicted polariza-
tion is also very small and so any observable
which could reflect polarization is satisfactory.
(For production of massive quarks in e'e the
predicted polarization may not be small above
threshold but below the scaling region, and we
must assume that a hadron, which is a fragment
of a polarized quark, will remember the polariza-
tion of the quark. ) It is, of course, possible that
light quarks could be produced with large polari-
zation (contrary to our QCD prediction), but that
the mechanism of quark fragmentation is such
that the quark spin direction is not remembered.
Because of such a possibility, the QCD predic-
tion would be contradicted by observing large
polarization effects; but an observation of small
polarization effects, while consistent with the
theory, is not a strong confir mation of the theory
until quark fragmentation is better understood.
On the other hand, by a general parity argu-
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E.g. Collins asymmetry at BESIII

These experimental measurements can be used to probe the internal structure of hadrons 



Future Electron-Ion Colliders



Sivers Formalism in Semi-Inclusive DIS 
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fragmentation TMD Factorization Λ
QCD factorization Collins Soper 1982 NPB,

Collins Foundations of PQCD Cambridge  Press 2011

Collins-Soper-Sterman, Ji-Ma-Yuan, So<-Collinear Effec?ve Theory …… 
Power correc?ons see A. P. Chen & J.P. Ma ’16; Ebert et.al. ’18 …… 
LaNce QCD results on the TMD so< func?on An Qi Zhang et.al. ’20 PRL

TMD factoriza>on theorems have been “well” established



High-energy partons lead to collimated bunches of hadrons

Parton (quark or gluon) fragmenta>on and hadroniza>on

Jets are not the same as partons 
Jets inherit quantum property of partons

From short to long distances in quantum field theory
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dµ0
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�

TMD resummation Sun, Yuan, Yuan `14,`15 PRL

Jet Effective theory Becher, Neubert, Rothen, DYS, ’16 PRL

Threshold resummation Liu, Moch, Ringer  ’17 PRL

Energy-energy correlation Gao, Li, Moult, Zhu, ’19 PRL

……
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Jets at the LHC
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QCD jets and 3D proton imaging at the EIC

Arra?a, Kang, Prokudin, Ringer ‘19
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Spin-dependent cross sec>on:

• Jets are complementary to standard SIDIS extrac?ons of TMDs 

• Jet measurements allow independent constraints on TMD PDFs 
and FFs from a single measurement 

• Azimuthal correla?on between jet and lepton sensi?ve to TMD 
PDFs 

• Precision measurement on the spin asymmetry, need precision 
theory calcula?on

quark TMDs:

Liu, Ringer, Vogelsang, Yuan ’19 PRL, ……
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Jets at the EIC
• low pT,J 

• smaller jet mul>plicity  
• less contamina>on from underlying events and pileups

Different environment compared with the LHC  
new opportuni>es and new challenges!!!
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Gluon Sivers func>on (GSF)
• Gauge link dependent gluon TMDs 

• GSF: T-odd object; two gauge links; process dependence more involved 
• For any process GSF can be expressed in terms of two func>ons: 

• f-type, C-even  
• d-type, C-odd 

�[U,U 0]µ⌫ (x, pT ;n) =

Z
d⇠ · Pd2⇠T

(2⇡)3
eip·⇠hP, S|Fnµ(0) U[0,⇠]F

n⌫(⇠)U 0
[⇠,0]|P, Si

���
LF
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�⇤g ! qq̄
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gg ! ��
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argument is used in the study of high-!! hadron pairs in
muon-deuteron and muon-proton scattering [80, 81], where
photon-gluon fusion is expected to dominate. %e relevant
asymmetry "sin("2ℎ−"")$! is found to be −0.14 ± 0.15(stat.) ±
0.06(syst.) at ⟨%%⟩ = 0.13 for the deuteron and −0.26 ±0.09(stat.) ± 0.08(syst.) at ⟨%%⟩ = 0.15 for the proton. For
the interpretation of the data in terms of the gluon Sivers
e&ect, '2 and !! of each hadron need to be su'ciently
large to trust factorization). Here the transverse momenta
of the heavy quarks are considered to be almost back-to-
back. %ere is no problem with TMD factorization breaking
contributions of the type discussed in [72], but that does not
mean that the process is as straightforward as SIDIS. Even in
the case where one considers charm jets, one has to include a
description of the transverse momentum distribution inside
such a jet. It may be easier to consider (0(0 measurements
(for a study of the twist-3 SSA in large!!(meson production
in SIDIS, that is, )!↑ → )'(+, see [33, 82]). In either case
one deals with 3 TMDs. Such processes involve a di&erent
so+ factor (in this case a vacuum correlator of 6 Wilson
lines) compared to processes involving 2 TMDs as in SIDIS,
a&ecting the predictability. %is has been discussed at the
one-loop level in [83]. %e SSA in )!↑ → )'(0(0+ has
been studied for some models of the gluon Sivers function
in [84]; compare Section 2.3.1 of [84]. %is may be the
“smoking gun” process for the gluonic Sivers e&ect at an
EIC. It should be mentioned though that it actually probes
a di&erent gluon Sivers TMD than the hadronic processes
discussed above. %is is discussed in the next section. It
shows that hadronic processes are complementary to DIS
processes.

For completeness we mention that when comparing
extractions of the gluon Sivers TMD fromdi&erent processes,
one has to take care not only of the process dependence but
also of the di&erent energy scales. Under TMD evolution
from one scale to another, the transverse momentum distri-
bution changes. For details we refer to [85–90].

5. Process Dependence of
the Gluon Sivers Function

Once a set of processes that in principle allow probing the
gluon Sivers TMD has been obtained, one still has to take
into account the fact that such TMD is process-dependent.
For quarks the famous overall sign change between the Sivers
TMD probed in SIDIS and the one probed in Drell-Yan
is expected [3, 91–93] and is currently under experimental
investigation. For gluons the situation is more complicated
as each gluon TMD depends on two gauge links (in the
fundamental representation), so there are more possibilities
[11, 94, 95].%e gauge link structure of the gluon distributions
in )! → )'(0(0+ di&ers from the one in, for instance,!! → ,jet+ (cf. [96] for the comparison at small %).
Clearly, this will complicate the analysis of gluon Sivers e&ect
which will involve more than one gluon Sivers function.
In [11] it was demonstrated that any gluon Sivers function

can be expressed in terms of two “universal” gluon Sivers
functions:-⊥)[$]1! (%, k2⊥) = 2∑*=11[$]%,*-⊥)(+*)1! (%, k2⊥) , (10)

where the coe'cients 1[$]%,* are calculable for each partonic
subprocess. %e /rst transverse moments of the two distinct
gluon Sivers functions are related (at least at tree level) to the
two distinct trigluon Qiu-Sterman functions 2(,/-)% . %ere-
fore, we will refer to the universal gluon Sivers functions as-⊥)(,)1! and -⊥)(-)1! .%e two functions have di&erent behavior
under charge conjugation, just like2(,)% is a matrix element of
a 1-even operator and 2(-)% of a 1-odd operator.

%e process )!↑ → )'(0(0+ is dominated by just one
partonic subprocess ,3 → 44 and thus probes the gluon
Sivers functionwith two future-pointing (+) links [97], which
is -⊥)(,)1! [11]. %e process !↑! → ,jet+ probes the sub-
processes 43 → ,4 and 44 → ,3. If one selects kinematics
such that one probes small-% values in the polarized proton,
such that 43 → ,4 dominates, then this process accesses
the gluon Sivers with a future- and past-pointing link,
which corresponds to-⊥)(-)1! .%e theoretical expectations are
di&erent for these two cases.

6. Theoretical Constraints on Sivers Function

Constraints on the unintegrated gluon Sivers TMD -⊥)1! (%,
k2⊥) from /ts have to take into account that it is theoretically
possible that both the quark and the gluon Sivers TMD can
have nodes in % and/or 5⊥ [98, 99].%e possibility of a node
in % is supported by the observation [35] that the splitting
function for 2(,)% is negative at small %, in analogy to theΔ3 case. Fits to SIDIS data (studied with a rather restrictive
parameterization and in a restricted kinematic range) do not
appear to require a node [100], but that does not exclude this
possibility. Especially when comparing data from di&erent
kinematic regions and di&erent processes, this option should
be kept in mind. Nodes can of course have a large e&ect
on integrals of Sivers functions, such as the /rst transverse
moment (7) and its /rst Mellin moment (for parton 7)⟨k⊥.⟩ = −:(Ŝ! × P̂)∫ d%-⊥(1).1! (%) , (11)

which is the average transverse momentum inside a trans-
versely polarized target.%e notation ⟨k⊥.⟩ comes from [101].
%is quantity is related to the Sivers shi+ [102], the average
transverse momentum shi+ orthogonal to the transverse
spin direction, which is normalized to the zeroth transverse
moment of the unpolarized TMD -(0)1 (%) ≡ ∫ d25⊥-1(%, k2⊥):⟨5/⊥ (%)⟩$!# =:-⊥(1)1! (%; A, B)-(0)1 (%; A, B) . (12)

Here only the D-component perpendicular to the transverse
spin direction % is nonzero and therefore considered. Note
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argument is used in the study of high-!! hadron pairs in
muon-deuteron and muon-proton scattering [80, 81], where
photon-gluon fusion is expected to dominate. %e relevant
asymmetry "sin("2ℎ−"")$! is found to be −0.14 ± 0.15(stat.) ±
0.06(syst.) at ⟨%%⟩ = 0.13 for the deuteron and −0.26 ±0.09(stat.) ± 0.08(syst.) at ⟨%%⟩ = 0.15 for the proton. For
the interpretation of the data in terms of the gluon Sivers
e&ect, '2 and !! of each hadron need to be su'ciently
large to trust factorization). Here the transverse momenta
of the heavy quarks are considered to be almost back-to-
back. %ere is no problem with TMD factorization breaking
contributions of the type discussed in [72], but that does not
mean that the process is as straightforward as SIDIS. Even in
the case where one considers charm jets, one has to include a
description of the transverse momentum distribution inside
such a jet. It may be easier to consider (0(0 measurements
(for a study of the twist-3 SSA in large!!(meson production
in SIDIS, that is, )!↑ → )'(+, see [33, 82]). In either case
one deals with 3 TMDs. Such processes involve a di&erent
so+ factor (in this case a vacuum correlator of 6 Wilson
lines) compared to processes involving 2 TMDs as in SIDIS,
a&ecting the predictability. %is has been discussed at the
one-loop level in [83]. %e SSA in )!↑ → )'(0(0+ has
been studied for some models of the gluon Sivers function
in [84]; compare Section 2.3.1 of [84]. %is may be the
“smoking gun” process for the gluonic Sivers e&ect at an
EIC. It should be mentioned though that it actually probes
a di&erent gluon Sivers TMD than the hadronic processes
discussed above. %is is discussed in the next section. It
shows that hadronic processes are complementary to DIS
processes.

For completeness we mention that when comparing
extractions of the gluon Sivers TMD fromdi&erent processes,
one has to take care not only of the process dependence but
also of the di&erent energy scales. Under TMD evolution
from one scale to another, the transverse momentum distri-
bution changes. For details we refer to [85–90].

5. Process Dependence of
the Gluon Sivers Function

Once a set of processes that in principle allow probing the
gluon Sivers TMD has been obtained, one still has to take
into account the fact that such TMD is process-dependent.
For quarks the famous overall sign change between the Sivers
TMD probed in SIDIS and the one probed in Drell-Yan
is expected [3, 91–93] and is currently under experimental
investigation. For gluons the situation is more complicated
as each gluon TMD depends on two gauge links (in the
fundamental representation), so there are more possibilities
[11, 94, 95].%e gauge link structure of the gluon distributions
in )! → )'(0(0+ di&ers from the one in, for instance,!! → ,jet+ (cf. [96] for the comparison at small %).
Clearly, this will complicate the analysis of gluon Sivers e&ect
which will involve more than one gluon Sivers function.
In [11] it was demonstrated that any gluon Sivers function

can be expressed in terms of two “universal” gluon Sivers
functions:-⊥)[$]1! (%, k2⊥) = 2∑*=11[$]%,*-⊥)(+*)1! (%, k2⊥) , (10)

where the coe'cients 1[$]%,* are calculable for each partonic
subprocess. %e /rst transverse moments of the two distinct
gluon Sivers functions are related (at least at tree level) to the
two distinct trigluon Qiu-Sterman functions 2(,/-)% . %ere-
fore, we will refer to the universal gluon Sivers functions as-⊥)(,)1! and -⊥)(-)1! .%e two functions have di&erent behavior
under charge conjugation, just like2(,)% is a matrix element of
a 1-even operator and 2(-)% of a 1-odd operator.

%e process )!↑ → )'(0(0+ is dominated by just one
partonic subprocess ,3 → 44 and thus probes the gluon
Sivers functionwith two future-pointing (+) links [97], which
is -⊥)(,)1! [11]. %e process !↑! → ,jet+ probes the sub-
processes 43 → ,4 and 44 → ,3. If one selects kinematics
such that one probes small-% values in the polarized proton,
such that 43 → ,4 dominates, then this process accesses
the gluon Sivers with a future- and past-pointing link,
which corresponds to-⊥)(-)1! .%e theoretical expectations are
di&erent for these two cases.

6. Theoretical Constraints on Sivers Function

Constraints on the unintegrated gluon Sivers TMD -⊥)1! (%,
k2⊥) from /ts have to take into account that it is theoretically
possible that both the quark and the gluon Sivers TMD can
have nodes in % and/or 5⊥ [98, 99].%e possibility of a node
in % is supported by the observation [35] that the splitting
function for 2(,)% is negative at small %, in analogy to theΔ3 case. Fits to SIDIS data (studied with a rather restrictive
parameterization and in a restricted kinematic range) do not
appear to require a node [100], but that does not exclude this
possibility. Especially when comparing data from di&erent
kinematic regions and di&erent processes, this option should
be kept in mind. Nodes can of course have a large e&ect
on integrals of Sivers functions, such as the /rst transverse
moment (7) and its /rst Mellin moment (for parton 7)⟨k⊥.⟩ = −:(Ŝ! × P̂)∫ d%-⊥(1).1! (%) , (11)

which is the average transverse momentum inside a trans-
versely polarized target.%e notation ⟨k⊥.⟩ comes from [101].
%is quantity is related to the Sivers shi+ [102], the average
transverse momentum shi+ orthogonal to the transverse
spin direction, which is normalized to the zeroth transverse
moment of the unpolarized TMD -(0)1 (%) ≡ ∫ d25⊥-1(%, k2⊥):⟨5/⊥ (%)⟩$!# =:-⊥(1)1! (%; A, B)-(0)1 (%; A, B) . (12)

Here only the D-component perpendicular to the transverse
spin direction % is nonzero and therefore considered. Note
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calculable for each channel

(Buffing, Mukherjee, Mulders’13)
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Gluon Sivers func>on and spin asymmetry in di-jet

• to dis>nguish different TMDs  “Jets inherit quantum property of partons” 
• Jet substructure (e.g. jet charge “different quark TMDs” Kang, Liu, Mantry, DYS ’20 PRL) 
• Heavy-flavor (HF) dijet processes, where q-channel starts to contribute beyond the LO (Kang, Reiten, DYS, Terry `20)

At the LO di-jet produc>on in DIS involves two processes: �⇤q ! qg
<latexit sha1_base64="QPXR59NHoGk+HFAbe0BqlZLIfFc=">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</latexit>

�⇤g ! qq̄
<latexit sha1_base64="pgTFjcCFZt+fWvkRUNGiZ3VqOww=">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</latexit>

At the EIC , accessing of GSF via high-pT dihadron, open di-charm, di-D-meson and dijet has been inves>gated using 
PYTHIA and reweighing methods in Zheng, Aschenauer, Lee, Xiao, Yin ’18 
• They find that dijet process is the most promising channel
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TMD factoriza>on for heavy-flavor dijet produc>on in DIS

• Hard and so^ func>ons are the same as light-jet cases, since pT>>mQ 

• Jet and collinear-so^ func>ons are new, which receive finite quark mass correc>on

d�
UU ⇠ H(Q, pT )JQ(pTR,mQ)JQ̄(pTR,mQ)S(�T )fg(kT )S

c
Q(lQT )S

c
Q̄(lQ̄T )�

(2)(kT + �T + lQT + lQ̄T � qT )
<latexit sha1_base64="7JDxxY/HUStzQPKciktUP/sUCdY=">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</latexit>

the factorized form of the spin-independent cross sec>on

(Kang, Reiten, DYS, Terry ’20)
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Numerical results
An?-kT, R=0.6
c-jets: 
b-jets: A

sin(�q��s)
UT =

d�UT

d�UU
<latexit sha1_base64="Ik6PgKEFy5iXuUHLkQmFIyNC/4E=">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</latexit>

d�(ST ) = d�UU + sin(�q � �s)d�
UT

<latexit sha1_base64="yqG6/mLcthgy/9sxWf83kYNkoPM=">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</latexit>

Mass effects can give sizable correc>ons to the predicted asymmetry
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Jets and transverse Lambda polariza>on
(Becher, Rahn, DYS ’17; Kang, DYS, Zhao ’20; Gamberg, Kang, DYS, Terry, Zhao ’21, in progress)

Belle ’18, PRL
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Summary
• Jets and jet substructures offer new opportunity to understand hadron inner structures 

• Spin asymmetry can be measured at the future EIC very precisely.  

• Two examples: 

• Heavy flavor dijet produc>on at the EIC -> gluon Sivers func>on 

• Hyperon and jet produc>on at the Belle -> quark polarizing fragmenta>on func>on 

• We develop the TMD factoriza>on formalism for both processes; Include QCD evolu>on from 
Q to qT ≳ ΛQCD 

• Our predic>ons are consistent with Belle data; Verify the universality of polarizing 
fragmenta>on func>on  

• Use jet charge to separate different flavors of PFFs at the Belle



展望

理论精确预⾔ 

新型喷注观测量的构造
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Flavor separa>on and the jet electric charge

PYTHIA

Definition:


